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An approach to generalize any kind of collinear functionals in density functional theory to non-
collinear functionals is proposed. This approach, for the very first time, satisfies the correct collinear
limit for any kind of functionals, guaranteeing that the exact collinear functional after generalized
is still exact for collinear spins. Besides, it has well-defined and numerically stable functional
derivatives, a desired feature for non-collinear and spin-flip time-dependent density functional theory.
Furthermore, it provides local torque, hinting at its applications in spin dynamics.

I. BACKGROUND

Density functional theory (DFT) [1] has been widely
and successfully applied in calculating electronic struc-
tures in molecules and materials. Spin-DFT [2] was
developed to treat spin-polarized systems, generally in
terms of the density n(r) and the spin magnetization
vector m(r), indicating the exchange-correlation energy
depending on n and m, i.e., Exc = Exc[n,m]. How-
ever, widely used functionals, known as collinear func-
tionals Ecol, do not depend on n and m but on the
spin-up density n↑ = 1

2 (n + mz) and spin-down density

n↓ = 1
2 (n−mz), or equivalently on n and mz. Collinear

functionals can only handle a special spin configuration,
known as collinear spin with m = (0, 0,mz). The gen-
eralization of collinear functionals to non-collinear func-
tionals, which can handle any spin configuration, is im-
portant in both theory and applications.

The first generalization is credited to Kübler et al. in
1988 [3], who suggested (with m the norm of m)

Exc[n,m] = Ecol[n,m · m
m

] = Ecol[n,m]. (1)

Because m is projected into its local direction m
m , equa-

tion (1) is referred to as the locally collinear approach.
In this work, four criteria for generalizations from

collinear functionals to non-collinear functionals are ad-
dressed. It is interesting to investigate if they can be sat-
isfied by the locally collinear approach, which has been
widely used nowadays [4–13]. The four criteria are as
follows:

∗ xiaoyl@pku.edu.cn

(I) Correct collinear limit

Exc[n, (0, 0,mz)] = Ecol[n,mz]. (2)

From the view of math, it respects that any exten-
sion of a functional domain should not change its
values on the original domain. The correct collinear
limit is an important physical condition. Suppos-
ing we have known the exact collinear functional,
an approach without the correct collinear limit will
generalize it to a incorrect functional for collinear
spin states. This is bad, because the collinear spin
is the most important spin configuration, as lim-
its of non-collinear spins in the absence of spin-
orbit couplings and magnetic field. Desmarais and
co-workers pointed out in Ref. 14 that the lo-
cally collinear approach Eq. (1) has the correct
collinear limit for LSDA (local spin density ap-
proximation) [15] and GGA (generalized gradient
approximation)[16, 17] functionals. However, for
non-local functionals[18] of n and m (having noth-
ing to do with the exact Hartree-Fock exchange,
which is a non-local functional of orbitals), the lo-
cally collinear approach does not satisfy the correct
collinear limit condition Eq. (2). Indeed, consider
the case where spins at two spatial positions point
in the same direction. Flipping the spin at one
position results in different energies evaluated by
collinear functionals while the same by the locally
collinear functionals Eq. (1).

(II) Being invariant to the global rotation while sensi-
tive to the local rotation of spin magnetization vec-
tor. The former reveals that the functional should
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not depend on the choice of spin axes, while the lat-
ter enables the functional to distinguish essentially
different states, which are connected by local spin
rotations. The locally collinear approach is invari-
ant to global rotation while not sensitive to local
rotation.

(III) Well-defined functional derivatives. In applica-
tions, functional derivatives are needed, such as
the potential (the first-order derivative) in self-
consistent field calculations, and the kernel (the
second-order derivative) in LR-TDDFT [19, 20]
(linear response time-dependent density functional
theory). In the locally collinear approach, the di-
rection of m at m(r) = 0 is ill-defined, caus-
ing numerical singularities in functional derivatives.
Discussions on this issue can be found in Refs.
9, 11, 12, 14, 21, 22, yet a general cure within the lo-
cally collinear approach is unknown and most likely
does not exist.

(IV) Providing global zero torque but non-vanishing lo-
cal torque. The global zero torque reflects the fact
that the self-consistent exchange-correlation mag-
netic field (Bxc) should not exert a net torque on
the whole system, known as the zero torque the-
orem [23]. Meanwhile, local torque (m × Bxc),
which reflects the internal interactions and plays
a crucial role in spin dynamics [24], should not
vanish. The locally collinear approach satisfies the
zero torque theorem [23], but cannot provide local
torque because the calculated Bxc is always parallel
to m[24]. To obtain a non-vanishing local torque,
considerable efforts have been made [24–27], such
as the modified version of the locally collinear ap-
proach by Scalmani and Frisch [25], and exact ex-
change combined with optimized effective potential
[28] by Sharma et al. [24].

Considering that the locally collinear approach does
not fully satisfy any criterion listed above, a new ap-
proach is proposed that fully satisfies them all.

II. THEORY

A. The establishment of the theory

Considering that collinear functionals can only handle
scalar functions, the vector function m needs to be firstly
projected to a given direction Ω (such as z-direction in
Eq. (2)),

mΩ = m · eΩ, (3)

with eΩ the unit vector representing the solid angle Ω in
spin space,

eΩ = (eΩx, eΩy, eΩz) = (sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ) .(4)

In the locally collinear approach, e is chosen as a r-

dependent function, e(r) = m(r)
m(r) , which is ill-defined

at m = 0. To avoid this ill-definition issue, we suggest
choosing eΩ as a constant unit vector (Ω as its parame-
ter), which does not depend on r or any other physical
quantities. A single direction for projection will certainly
break spin rotation invariance, but an average over all di-
rections will not.

Inspired by this, we propose non-collinear functionals
in the form of

Exc[n,m] = Eeff [n,mΩ], (5)

with the overline denoting the average over all directions
Ω. The key of our approach Eq. (5) is introducing the
effective collinear functional Eeff , but not naively defin-

ing Exc[n,m] = Ecol[n,mΩ], which apparently ruins the
correct collinear limit. Instead, the correct collinear limit
condition Eq. (2) is taken as a prerequisite and is used
to determine Eeff in Eq. (5) as shown below.

Considering a collinear spin state m = (0, 0,mz),
equation (5) becomes

Exc[n, (0, 0,mz)] = Eeff [n,mz cos θ], (6)

which, compared with Eq. (2), leads to

Eeff [n,mz cos θ] = Ecol[n,mz]. (7)

First, we replace mz(r) with the short notation s(r) for
spin density, i.e.,

Eeff [n, s cos θ] = Ecol[n, s]. (8)

The left-hand side of Eq. (8), involving the average over
solid angles, is evaluated as

Eeff [n, s cos θ] =

∫ π
θ=0

∫ 2π

φ=0
Eeff [n, s cos θ] sin θdφdθ∫ π

θ=0

∫ 2π

φ=0
sin θdφdθ

(9)

=
1

2

∫ 1

−1

Eeff [n, st]dt (t = cos θ). (10)

Eeff [n, s] can always be expressed as a summation of an
odd functional and an even functional with respect to s,
but the former does not contribute to the integral in Eq.
(10). Without loss of generality, Eeff is assumed to be
an even functional, leading to

Eeff [n, s cos θ] =

∫ 1

0

Eeff [n, st]dt. (11)

By comparing Eq. (8) and (11), one immediately obtains∫ 1

0

Eeff [n, st]dt = Ecol[n, s]. (12)

To solve Eq. (12), we regard scalar function n and
s as “parameters”, and introduce univariate functions
F col

[n,s](t) and F eff
[n,s](t), as

F
col/eff
[n,s] (t) = Ecol/eff [n, ts]. (13)
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Equation (12) is rewritten as, using the notations in Eq.
(13), ∫ 1

0

F eff
[n,s](t)dt = F col

[n,s](1). (14)

Equation (14) validates for any function s, therefore, also
for λs (λ > 0), i.e.,∫ 1

0

F eff
[n,λs](t)dt = F col

[n,λs](1). (15)

Further replacing t by t
λ ,∫ t

λ=1

t
λ=0

F eff
[n,λs]

(
t

λ

)
d

(
t

λ

)
= F col

[n,λs](1), (16)

leads to ∫ λ

0

F eff
[n,s](t)dt = λF col

[n,s](λ), (17)

whose derivative with respect to λ is

F eff
[n,s](λ) = F col

[n,s](λ) + λ
dF col

[n,s](λ)

dλ
. (18)

At λ = 1, in virtue of

dF col
[n,s](λ)

dλ

∣∣∣∣∣
λ=1

= lim
∆→0

F col
[n,s](1 + ∆)− F col

[n,s](1)

∆

=
d

dx
Ecol[n, xs]

∣∣∣∣
x=1

, (19)

equation (18) leads to

Eeff [n, s] = Ecol[n, s] +
d

dx
Ecol[n, xs]

∣∣∣∣
x=1

, (20)

which can be further written as

Eeff [n, s] = Ecol[n, s] +

∫
δEcol[n, s]

δs(r)
s(r)dr. (21)

Considering the fact that simply taking Eeff = Ecol ruins
the correct collinear limit, the second term of Eq. (20)
or (21) is crucial to restoring the correct collinear limit.
Its physical meaning is clear (seeing from Eq. (20)), de-
scribing the response of the collinear functional to the
squeezing factor x of the spin density s.

Substituting Eq. (21) into Eq. (5) leads to the final
expression of the exchange-correlation functional,

Exc[n,m] = Ecol[n,mΩ] +

∫
δEcol[n,mΩ]

δmΩ(r)
mΩ(r)dr,

(22)

i.e., energies plus their responses of globally projected
collinear states, followed by an average. Since multi-
ple projected collinear states are used to represent the
original non-collinear state, we call Eq. (22) the multi-
collinear (MC) approach. Because no specific form of

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the multi-collinear ap-
proach. Consider a toy system containing only two spatial
grids represented by two dots, with magnetization vectors
represented by arrows. Two spin configurations of this toy
system are shown, a collinear spin state (the left colorful cir-
cle), and a non-collinear spin state (the right colorful circle).
They are projected in all directions (eight in this example) to
obtain projected collinear states (represented by ellipses).

collinear functional is assumed in our deduction, the
multi-collinear functionals satisfy the correct collinear
limit for all kinds of collinear functionals, such as LSDA,
GGA, meta-GGA[29–31], hybrid[32] and non-local func-
tionals.

An illustrative example is shown in FIG. 1, in which
two target states, a collinear spin state (the left color-
ful circle) and a non-collinear spin state (the right col-
orful circle), are exhibited. Although treated by the
multi-collinear approach in a uniform way, their pro-
jected collinear states are different, indicating that the
multi-collinear approach can distinguish essentially dif-
ferent states connected by local spin rotations. It seems
that for the collinear spin state (left in FIG. 1), pro-
jections in all directions are superfluous, since only the
collinear energy of the yellow ellipse (projected to its
spin-polarized direction) matters. Its explanation has
two folds. First, it is necessary to project the target spin
state in all directions, if we want to treat collinear and
non-collinear spin states in a uniform way. Secondly, all
the projected states do contribute to the multi-collinear
energy, but through their effective collinear energies in-
stead of collinear energies. If we count contributions from
their collinear energies, only the state projected along the
spin-polarization axis (yellow ellipse) contributes.

B. Some properties of multi-collinear approach

In this subsection, some properties of the multi-
collinear approach are addressed for a deeper understand-
ing of this approach.

1. For closed-shell systems

Let us first consider the simplest case, a closed-shell
system with m(r) = 0. In this case, the first-order
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derivative δEcol[n,mΩ]
δmΩ(r) in Eq. (22) vanishes, in virtue of

Ecol being an even functional, and the multi-collinear
functional Eq. (22) becomes

EMC[n,0] = Ecol[n, 0]. (23)

Equation (23) indicates that for a spin-unpolarized sys-
tem, the exchange-correlation energy evaluated by the
multi-collinear functional goes back to the energy by the
collinear functional. This is not surprising, because the
closed-shell system is just a special case of collinear spins
and the multi-collinear approach has the correct collinear
limit.

2. For spin-independent functionals

Another easily obtained property is that for collinear
functionals depending only on density n, the multi-
collinear functional is just the original collinear func-
tional

Ecol[n, s] = Ecol[n]⇒ EMC[n,m] = Ecol[n]. (24)

3. Linearity

The third property of multi-collinear functionals is
their linear dependence on collinear functionals. That
is to say, if a collinear functional Ecol

C is a linear com-
bination of two collinear functionals Ecol

A and Ecol
B , their

multi-collinear counterparts retain the same relation, i.e.,

Ecol
C [n, s] = aEcol

A [n, s] + bEcol
B [n, s]

⇒ EMC
C [n,m] = aEMC

A [n,m] + bEMC
B [n,m]. (25)

A straightforward result by combining Eq. (24) and
Eq. (25) is

Ecol
B [n, s] = Ecol

A [n, s] + C

⇒ EMC
B [n,m] = EMC

A [n,m] + C, (26)

with C a constant. Equation (26) exhibits a good prop-
erty of the multi-collinear approach that a shift in the
collinear energy by a constant leads to the same shift
in the multi-collinear energy. Equation (26) is satisfied
because the arithmetic average is adopted in Eq. (5),
which leads to the linearity property Eq. (25) of the
multi-collinear approach. Imagining other kinds of aver-
ages were adopted in the multi-collinear approach, such
as

EMC[n,m] = ±
√
|Eeff [n,mΩ]|2, (27)

the good property Eq. (26) would be ruined.

C. Multi-collinear approach for LSDA functionals

The multi-collinear functional Eq. (22) and locally
collinear functional Eq. (1) look quite different, but for
LSDA functionals, they are the same.

To see this, consider a collinear LSDA functional

Ecol[n, s] =

∫
f col(n, s)dr, (28)

whose corresponding effective collinear functional Eeff is
calculated according to Eq. (21), with integrand

f eff(n, s) = f col(n, s) + s
∂f col(n, s)

∂s
. (29)

The integrand of the multi-collinear functional, according
to Eq. (5), reads

fMC(n,m) = f eff(n,mΩ), (30)

which hints that fMC(n,m) is independent of the direc-
tion of m, without loss of generality, assuming m points
in the positive direction of the z-axis,

fMC(n,m) = fMC(n, (0, 0,m)). (31)

By noting that the multi-collinear functionals have the
correct collinear limit Eq. (2),

fMC(n, (0, 0,m)) = f col(n,m), (32)

one immediately obtains

fMC(n,m) = f col(n,m), (33)

which validates the equivalence between the multi-
collinear approach and the locally collinear approach for
LSDA functionals.

In the following, another proof of Eq. (33) is given
without using the property that the multi-collinear ap-
proach has the correct collinear limit. We calculate the
average over solid angles in Eq. (30) directly, with the
simplification given by Eq. (31),

fMC(n,m) =

∫ π
θ=0

∫ 2π

φ=0
f eff(n,m cos θ) sin θdφdθ∫ π
θ=0

∫ 2π

φ=0
sin θdφdθ

=

∫ 1

0

f eff(n,mt)dt. (34)

If m = 0, Eq. (33) holds apparently. Otherwise m > 0,
equation (34) becomes

fMC(n,m) =
1

m

∫ m

0

[
f col(n, s) + s

∂f col(n, s)

∂s

]
ds

=
1

m

[∫ m

0

f col(n, s)ds+

∫ s=m

s=0

sdf col(n, s)

]
,

(35)

where the first term is the contribution of collinear energy
(from the first term in Eq. (22)), and the second term is
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the contribution of functional derivative (from the second
term in Eq. (22)). With the help of integration by parts,
equation (35) turns to

fMC(n,m) =
1

m

∫ m

0

f col(n, s)ds+
1

m

[
sf col(n, s)

]∣∣s=m
s=0

− 1

m

∫ m

0

f col(n, s)ds, (36)

directly leading to Eq. (33). In Eq. (36), s represents
the squeezed spin of projected collinear states (the norm
of spin is squeezed from m to s). The cancelation be-
tween the first and third term in Eq. (36) suggests no
contributions from those squeezed states if collinear en-
ergies are counted, thanks to the integration by parts. In
the end, only the second term of Eq. (36), the boundary
condition term, survives.

The equivalence between the multi-collinear approach
and the locally collinear approach for LSDA functionals
is expected, because LSDA functionals, seeing only local
spin density, are not sensitive to local spin rotations.

D. Multi-collinear approach for toy GGA,
meta-GGA and non-local functionals

Although for LSDA functionals, multi-collinear and
the locally collinear approach are equivalent, for func-
tionals beyond LSDA, they are essentially different. To
see this, we start with the investigation of several toy
functionals.

In TABLE I, five toy non-collinear functionals are
displayed, which are determined intuitively, including
GGA, meta-GGA and non-local functionals, all with sim-
ple forms. First, restricting m to collinear case m =
(0, 0,mz), their corresponding toy collinear functionals
are obtained. We pretend that we do not know the origi-
nal non-collinear functionals, but only the collinear func-
tionals, which are further generalized to non-collinear
functionals in the multi-collinear or locally collinear ap-
proach, and finally compared with the original non-
collinear functionals. As shown in TABLE I, the first
four toy functionals are successfully reproduced by the
multi-collinear approach, while the locally collinear ap-
proach reproduces none of them and fails to satisfy the
correct collinear limit for functional No. 4.

The deduction of TABLE I is displayed below.

1. Functional No. 1

Applying a toy non-collinear GGA functional,

ENC[n,m] =

∫ ∑
α=x,y,z

∇mα ·∇mαdr, (37)

to a collinear spin system leads to

ENC[n, (0, 0,mz)] =

∫
∇mz ·∇mzdr, (38)

hinting that the corresponding collinear functional reads

Ecol[n, s] =

∫
∇s ·∇sdr. (39)

Now assuming that only the collinear functional Eq.
(39) is known, we generalize it to the non-collinear func-
tional in the multi-collinear approach and see whether
the original toy non-collinear functional Eq. (37) can be
reproduced.

According to Eq. (21), the effective collinear functional
reads

Eeff [n, s] =

∫
∇s ·∇sdr − 2

∫
(∇2s)sdr

= 3

∫
∇s ·∇sdr. (40)

The non-collinear functional in the multi-collinear ap-
proach, according to Eq. (5), reads

EMC[n,m]

= 3

∫
∇mΩ ·∇mΩdr

= 3
∑

α,β=x,y,z

eΩαeΩβ

∫
∇mα ·∇mβdr. (41)

Using the explicit form of r-independent vector eΩ in Eq.
(4), the average on the right-hand side of Eq. (41) is easy
to calculate

eΩαeΩβ =
1

3
δαβ , (42)

leading to

EMC[n,m] =
∑

α=x,y,z

∫
∇mα ·∇mαdr, (43)

nothing but the original toy non-collinear functional Eq.
(37).

However, the generalization of Eq. (39) to non-
collinear functional in the locally collinear approach is

ELC[n,m] =

∫
∇|m| ·∇|m|dr, (44)

failing to reproduce the original toy non-collinear func-
tional Eq. (37).

2. Functional No. 2

Consider another toy non-collinear GGA functional,

Ecol[n,m] = m · (∇n ·∇m) , (45)

whose corresponding collinear functional reads

Ecol[n, s] = s∇n ·∇s. (46)
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TABLE I. Multi-collinear approach for toy functionals.(a)

No. of functionals fNC fcol fMC fLC

1 (GGA) ∇m · ◦∇m(b) ∇s ·∇s ∇m · ◦∇m(b) ∇m ·∇m
2 (GGA) m · (∇n ·∇m) s(∇n ·∇s) m · (∇n ·∇m) m(∇n ·∇m)

3 (meta-GGA) m · ∇2m s∇2s m · ∇2m m∇2m (c)

4 (non-local) m1 ·m2 s1s2 m1 ·m2 m1m2

5 (non-local) (m1 ·m2)2 s21s
2
2 [2(m1 ·m2)2 +m2

1m
2
2]/3 m2

1m
2
2

(a) Five toy non-collinear functionals (fNC as integrands) are given intuitively, which
become collinear functionals (fcol as integrands) when applied to collinear spins. As-
suming only collinear functionals are known, their generalizations to non-collinear
functionals are obtained in the multi-collinear approach (fMC as integrands) and lo-
cally collinear approach (fLC as integrands).

(b) ∇m · ◦∇m =
∑

α,β=x,y,z

∇αmβ∇αmβ .

(c) Another interpretation of the locally collinear approach for meta-GGA gives fLC =
m · ∇2m.

In the multi-collinear approach, the effective collinear
and multi-collinear functionals are ready to be obtained

Eeff [n, s] = 3Ecol[n, s], (47)

EMC[n,m] = m · (∇n ·∇m) . (48)

On the other hand, in the locally collinear approach,
the generalized non-collinear functional reads

ELC[n,m] =

∫
|m|∇n · ∇|m|dr. (49)

3. Functional No. 3

Consider a toy non-collinear meta-GGA functional,

ENC[n,m] =

∫
m · ∇2mdr, (50)

whose corresponding collinear functional reads

Ecol[n, s] =

∫
s∇2sdr. (51)

In the multi-collinear approach, the effective collinear
and multi-collinear functionals are ready to be obtained

Eeff [n, s] = 3Ecol[n, s], (52)

EMC[n,m] =

∫
m · ∇2mdr. (53)

On the other hand, in the locally collinear approach,
the generalized non-collinear functional reads

ELC[n,m] =

∫
|m|∇2|m|dr. (54)

It is worth noting that the locally collinear approach
was originally proposed for LSDA functionals only [3].
There are two intuitive interpretations [33, 34] to include
the derivatives of m. In the first interpretation, m is
projected to its local direction, and then the derivatives

are calculated, taking first and second-order derivatives
as examples, reading

∇αs(r)← ∇α (m(r) · e(r)) , (55)

∇2s(r)← ∇2 (m(r) · e(r)) , (56)

with α = x, y, z and e(r) = m(r)
m(r) . In the second inter-

pretation, the derivatives of m are calculated before the
projection, reading

∇αs(r)← e(r) · ∇αm(r), (57)

∇2s(r)← e(r) · ∇2m(r). (58)

For GGA functionals, the two interpretations are
equivalent, because equations (55) and (57) are the same,
in virtue of ∇αe(r) ⊥ m(r). Direct implementations
according to Eqs. (55) and (57) in Ref. [33] provided
different results, probably caused by the numerical sin-
gularities of the locally collinear approach.

However, for meta-GGA functionals depending on
∇2m, the two interpretations are different, because equa-
tions (56) and (58) are not the same. Nevertheless, they
have been both used, such as the first interpretation Eq.
(56) by Peralta et al. in Ref. 35 and the second inter-
pretation Eq. (58) by Knöpfle et al. in Ref. 36. In this
work, the first interpretation is adopted, because it pro-
vides a compact and simple form for non-collinear func-
tional, Eq. (1). Besides, ∇2s(r) calculated according to
Eq. (56), does equal to ∇2 performing on s(r), a kind
of self-consistency, which is absent in Eq. (58). How-
ever, the first interpretation involves the derivatives of
e(r), exacerbating numerical singularities, and even ru-
ining the correct collinear limit. To see this, applying
a collinear functional, Ecol[n, s] =

∫
|∇2s|dr, on a sim-

ple collinear spin system m = (0, 0, z) within the cube
− 1

2 ≤ x, y, z ≤ 1
2 , provides Ecol[n,mz] =

∫
|∇2z|dr = 0.

However, the first interpretation, Eq. (56), leads to
Exc[n,m] =

∫
|∇2m|dr =

∫
|∇2|z||dr = 2 6= 0, ruin-

ing the correct collinear limit.
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Nevertheless, according to the second interpretation of
the locally collinear approach, the non-collinear general-
ization of collinear functional Eq. (51) reads

ELC[n,m] =

∫
m · ∇2mdr, (59)

the same as the multi-collinear functional Eq. (53).

4. Functional No. 4

Consider a toy non-collinear non-local functional

ENC[n,m] =

∫∫
m1 ·m2dr1dr2, (60)

whose corresponding collinear functional reads

Ecol[n, s] =

∫∫
s1s2dr1dr2. (61)

In the multi-collinear approach, the effective collinear
and multi-collinear functionals are ready to be obtained

Eeff [n, s] = 3Ecol[n, s], (62)

EMC[n,m] =

∫∫
m1 ·m2dr1dr2. (63)

Actually, not only the non-collinear functional in the
form of Eq. (60), but also functionals in more compli-
cated forms, such as

ENC[n,m] =

∫∫
m1 ·m2

|r1 − r2|3
dr1dr2, (64)

can be reproduced by the multi-collinear approach.
On the other hand, in the locally collinear approach,

the generalized non-collinear functional reads

ELC[n,m] =

∫∫
|m1||m2|dr1dr2, (65)

which does not satisfy the correct collinear limit Eq. (2)
when m1 and m2 pointing in the opposite directions.

5. Functional No. 5

Consider another toy non-collinear non-local func-
tional

ENC[n,m] =

∫∫
(m1 ·m2)2dr1dr2, (66)

whose corresponding collinear functional reads

Ecol[n, s] =

∫∫
(s1s2)2dr1dr2. (67)

In the multi-collinear approach, the effective collinear
and multi-collinear functionals are ready to be obtained

Eeff [n, s] = 5Ecol[n, s], (68)

EMC[n,m] =

∫∫
2(m1 ·m2)2 +m2

1m
2
2

3
dr1dr2.

(69)

The multi-collinear functional Eq. (69) does not repro-
duce the non-collinear toy functional Eq. (66). It is
expected, because another non-collinear functional,

ENC[n,m] =

∫∫
m2

1m
2
2dr1dr2, (70)

provides the same collinear functional Eq. (67), such
that no approach can distinguish those two non-collinear
functionals Eq. (66) and Eq. (70).

On the other hand, in the locally collinear approach,
the generalized non-collinear functional reads

ELC[n,m] =

∫∫
m2

1m
2
2dr1dr2. (71)

The deduction of TABLE I is finished.

E. Multi-collinear approach satisfying four criteria

In this subsection, we revisit the four criteria proposed
in Section I to show that they can be fully satisfied by
the multi-collinear approach.

1. Correct collinear limit

In constructing the multi-collinear functionals, the cor-
rect collinear limit Eq. (2) is applied as a prerequisite.
Therefore, the correct collinear limit is always satisfied.
It should be noted that our deduction (from Eq. (5)
to Eq. (22)) is completely general, without any con-
straint for the form of collinear functionals. As a re-
sult, the multi-collinear functionals satisfy the correct
collinear limit for all functionals, including but not lim-
ited to LSDA, GGA, meta-GGA, hybrid and non-local
functionals.

2. Being invariant to the global rotation while sensitive to
the local rotation of spin magnetization vector

The average over all directions in Eq. (5) indicates
that the multi-collinear approach must satisfy the global
rotation invariance in the property (II). The sensitivity
to local spin rotations of the multi-collinear approach has
been shown by the illustrative example in FIG. 1. A more
complicated example is shown in FIG. 2, where a non-
collinear spin state (a spin spiral state [37] represented by
the band at the sphere’s center) is represented by a set
of projected collinear states (six bands on the sphere’s
surface). This sensitivity endows multi-collinear func-
tionals with dependence on the directions of m on the
whole spatial space. Such dependence is useful in study-
ing the topological structures of magnetic materials, such
as skyrmions [38].
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FIG. 2. A spin spiral state in the multi-collinear approach.
The twisted band in the sphere’s center denotes a spin spiral
state, with red arrows indicating its m. Multiple projected
collinear states (six bands on the sphere’s surface) represent
the original non-collinear spin spiral state, exhibiting its non-
trivial magnetic structure.

3. Well-defined functional derivatives

In the locally collinear approach, numerical singular-
ities result from the ill-definition of the direction of m
when m → 0. Taking the locally collinear GGA func-
tionals in TABLE I as an example, the numerical singu-
larities root in ∇αm = m·∇αm

m (α = x, y, z), which goes

to 0
0 at m→ 0.

In the multi-collinear approach, m is projected to con-
stant global directions eΩ. Since the eΩ does not de-
pend on spatial positions or any physical quantity, its
arbitrary derivatives are zero, avoiding numerical singu-
larities. Therefore, the multi-collinear approach satisfies
criterion (III).

4. Providing global zero torque but non-vanishing local
torque

As pointed out by Capelle and co-workers, any static
functional that is invariant under the infinitesimal global
spin rotation provides global zero torque[23]. Thus, the
multi-collinear approach apparently provides global zero
torque, satisfying the zero torque theorem.

The local torque is defined as m×Bxc, with Bxc the
exchange-correlation magnetic field

Bxc = −δE
xc[n,m]

δm
. (72)

In the multi-collinear approach, Bxc and m are generally
not parallel, providing non-vanishing local torque, with
an explicit example given below. Consider the toy multi-
collinear GGA functional, functional No. 1 in TABLE I,
with the exchange-correlation magnetic field

Bxc =
∑

α,β,γ=x,y,z

∇γ
∂[(∇αmβ)(∇αmβ)]

∂(∇γm)
= 2∇2m,(73)

and a model system, with m = (x2, 0, 1). The local
exchange-correlation magnetic field Bxc is (4, 0, 0), ap-
parently not parallel to m, providing non-vanishing local
torque.

Eich and co-workers[27] showed that for non-collinear
GGA functionals, non-vanishing local torque arises from
the dependence of functionals on transverse gradients of
spin density, and suggested that non-collinear GGA func-
tionals should depend on both transverse and longitude
gradients, in an unequal way. In the same work, they
pointed out[27] that the modified locally collinear ap-
proach by Scalmani and Frisch[25] does depend on trans-
verse gradients of spin density, but in the same way as
longitudinal gradients. It is easy to see that the multi-
collinear functional depends on both transverse and lon-
gitudinal gradients, in an unequal way.

F. Exchange-correlation potential of multi-collinear
approach

In applications, not only the exchange-correlation en-
ergy but also its derivatives with respect to density ma-
trix D = Dpq (p, q for orbital indexes) are needed.
Its first-order derivative is exchange-correlation potential
V MC,

V MC
qp =

∂EMC

∂Dpq
=
∂Eeff

∂Dpq
=
∂Eeff

∂Dpq
= V eff

qp . (74)

In deriving Eq. (74), the fact that two operations, av-
eraging over Ω and calculating the first-order derivative
with respect to the density matrix, are interchangeable
has been used (since the projection directions do not de-
pend on the density matrix). It should be noted that such
interchangeability also holds for higher-order derivatives.

With the help of Eq. (74), the calculation of V MC
qp

is transformed into V eff
qp , which can be further evaluated

using the chain rule

V eff
qp [n,mΩ] =

∫
Eeff

10 [n,mΩ]ψ†q(r1)ψp(r1)dr1 +∫
Eeff

01 [n,mΩ]ψ†q(r1)σΩψp(r1)dr1.(75)

For convenience, in Eq. (75), we have introduced the
short notations for (N + M)-th order functional deriva-
tives (N for n, M for s) of collinear and effective collinear
functionals,

E
col/eff
NM [n, s]

=
δN+MEcol/eff [n, s]

δn(r1)δn(r2) · · · δn(rN )δs(rN+1) · · · δs(rN+M )
,

(76)

which are related via, after simple calculations,

Eeff
NM = (1 +M)Ecol

NM

+

∫
Ecol
NM+1s(rN+M+1)drN+M+1. (77)
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For N = M = 0, equation (77) is nothing but Eq. (21).
For N = 1,M = 0 and N = 0,M = 1, equation (77)
reads

Eeff
10 =

δEcol

δn(r1)
+

∫
δ2Ecol

δn(r1)δs(r2)
s(r2)dr2

Eeff
01 = 2

δEcol

δs(r1)
+

∫
δ2Ecol

δs(r1)δs(r2)
s(r2)dr2

. (78)

G. Multi-collinear potential for collinear spin
systems

The general expression of the multi-collinear potential
has been given by Eq. (74) and Eq. (75). The question
we want to address in this subsection is, for collinear spin
systems, what the relation between the multi-collinear
potential and collinear potential is. The answer is that
they are identical, with the proof given below.

Let us consider a collinear spin system with m =
(0, 0,mz), whose multi-collinear potential V MC is eval-
uated via

V MC
qp [n, (0, 0,mz)]

=

∫
δEMC[n, (0, 0,mz)]

δn(r)
ψ†q(r)ψp(r)dr

+

∫
δEMC[n, (0, 0,mz)]

δmz(r)
ψ†q(r)σzψp(r)dr

+

∫
δEMC[n, (mx,my,mz)]

δmx(r)

∣∣∣∣
mx=my=0

ψ†q(r)σxψp(r)dr

+

∫
δEMC[n, (mx,my,mz)]

δmy(r)

∣∣∣∣
mx=my=0

ψ†q(r)σyψp(r)dr.

(79)

By noticing that the multi-collinear approach preserves
the global rotation symmetry,

EMC[n,mx,my,mz] = EMC[n,mx,−my,−mz], (80)

and the time-reversal symmetry,

EMC[n,mx,my,mz] = EMC[n,−mx,−my,−mz],(81)

one immediately obtains

EMC[n,mx,my,mz] = EMC[n,−mx,my,mz], (82)

hinting that the third term in Eq. (79) vanishes (so
does the fourth term). By further realizing the fact that
the multi-collinear approach satisfies the correct collinear
limit Eq. (2), equation (79) is simplified into

V MC
qp [n, (0, 0,mz)]

=

∫
δEcol[n,mz]

δn(r)
ψ†q(r)ψp(r)dr

+

∫
δEcol[n,mz]

δmz(r)
ψ†q(r)σzψp(r)dr, (83)

which is nothing but V col, the potential of traditional
collinear functional.

The multi-collinear approach satisfying the correct
collinear limit indicates that the energies evaluated by
multi-collinear functionals and traditional collinear func-
tionals are identical for collinear spins. Discussions in
this subsection show that their exchange-correlation po-
tentials are also identical for collinear spins. However,
such equivalence cannot be extended to the second-order
derivatives, the exchange-correlation kernel, which will
be further discussed elsewhere.

III. IMPLEMENTATION AND BENCHMARK
TESTS

For developers willing to implement the multi-collinear
approach, we provide a package called MCfun, which
transforms collinear functionals into multi-collinear func-
tionals. MCfun, available on GitHub (https://github.
com/Multi-collinear/MCfun) and PyPI (https://
pypi.org/project/MCfun), now supports LSDA, GGA
and meta-GGA functionals.

By calling MCfun, the multi-collinear approach has
been implemented in the official version (2.1) of PySCF
[39–41]. Now it supports non-collinear DFT and TDDFT
calculations, for LSDA, GGA, meta-GGA and hybrid
functionals for molecules. People interested in appli-
cations can directly download PySCF and use it. All
the tests in this work are carried out in a locally modi-
fied PySCF to support calculations of local torque, solid
states and forces et al..

In the following, the implementation of the multi-
collinear approach will be addressed, including energy
Eq. (5) and potential Eq. (74), both in two steps. The
first step is the calculation of the effective collinear en-
ergy and effective collinear potential. The second step is
the average over all directions in spin space.

A. The first step: the effective collinear energy and
potential

The expressions of effective collinear energies Eq. (21)
and effective collinear potentials Eq. (75) are general,
independent of the form of collinear functionals. In this
subsection, their working equations for commonly used
functionals, LSDA, GGA and meta-GGA, will be given.
It is worth noting that when applying the multi-collinear
approach to hybrid functionals, only their pure functional
parts need to be treated, in virtue of Eq. (26).

For LSDA, the integrand of the effective collinear en-
ergy Eq. (21) is evaluated via

f eff(n,mΩ) = f col(n,mΩ) +mΩ
∂f col(n,mΩ)

∂mΩ
. (84)
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For GGA, it is evaluated via

f eff = f col(n,mΩ,∇n,∇mΩ)

+mΩ
∂f col(n,mΩ,∇n,∇mΩ)

∂mΩ

−mΩ∇ ·
∂f col(n,mΩ,∇n,∇mΩ)

∂∇mΩ
, (85)

or, in virtue of the integration by parts,

f eff(n,mΩ,∇n,∇mΩ)

= f col(n,mΩ,∇n,∇mΩ)

+mΩ
∂f col(n,mΩ,∇n,∇mΩ)

∂mΩ

+ (∇mΩ) · ∂f
col(n,mΩ,∇n,∇mΩ)

∂∇mΩ
. (86)

In our code, the effective collinear energy for GGA func-
tional, as well as its derivatives, is implemented according
to Eq. (86), which has a simpler form compared with Eq.
(85). For meta-GGA functionals depending on not only
densities but also orbital kinetic energy densities, equa-
tion (5) needs to be generalized to

EMC[n,m, τ,u] = Eeff [n,mΩ, τ, uΩ], (87)

where

τ(r) =
1

2

∑
i∈occ.

[∇ψi(r)]
† ·∇ψi(r), (88)

uα(r) =
1

2

∑
i∈occ.

[∇ψi(r)]
†
σα ·∇ψi(r), (89)

with occ. for occupied orbitals and α for x, y, z. It is
worth noting that the directions of m and u are gen-
erally not parallel. Projecting u to the local direction
of m, suggested by the locally collinear approach, seems
not to be a good choice, especially for spatial grids with
significant u but negligible m. However, in the multi-
collinear approach, m and u are projected to all global
directions, regardless of their own directions, which is a
fair and stable treatment. To evaluate Eeff [n,mΩ, τ, uΩ]
in meta-GGA, equation (21) needs to be extended to

Eeff [n,mΩ, τ, uΩ] = Ecol[n,mΩ, τ, uΩ]

+

∫
δEcol[n,mΩ, τ, uΩ]

δmΩ(r)
mΩ(r)dr

+

∫
δEcol[n,mΩ, τ, uΩ]

δuΩ(r)
uΩ(r)dr,

(90)

with the integrand

f eff(n,mΩ,∇n,∇mΩ,∇2n,∇2mΩ, τ, uΩ)

= f col(n,mΩ,∇n,∇mΩ,∇2n,∇2mΩ, τ, uΩ)

+mΩ
∂f col(n,mΩ,∇n,∇mΩ,∇2n,∇2mΩ, τ, uΩ)

∂mΩ

+ (∇mΩ) · ∂f
col(n,mΩ,∇n,∇mΩ,∇2n,∇2mΩ, τ, uΩ)

∂∇mΩ

+(∇2mΩ)
∂f col(n,mΩ,∇n,∇mΩ,∇2n,∇2mΩ, τ, uΩ)

∂∇2mΩ

+uΩ
∂f col(n,mΩ,∇n,∇mΩ,∇2n,∇2mΩ, τ, uΩ)

∂uΩ
. (91)

It is worth noting that the integrands f eff for LSDA Eq.
(84), GGA Eq. (86) and meta-GGA Eq. (91) share a
uniform form

f eff(κ1, κ2, · · · , κn, χ1, χ2, · · · , χn)

= f col(κ1, κ2, · · · , κn, χ1, χ2, · · · , χn)

+

n∑
j=1

χj
∂f col(κ1, κ2, · · · , κn, χ1, χ2, · · · , χn)

∂χj
,(92)

with κi for time-reversal even variables (n, ∇n, ∇2n,
τ), and χi for time-reversal odd variables (mΩ, ∇mΩ,
∇2mΩ, uΩ). Equation (92) is the working equation for
effective collinear energy.

With the help of the chain rule, the working equations
of the effective collinear potential for LSDA, GGA and
meta-GGA read

V eff
qp =

∫
dr
∂f eff

∂n
ψ†qψp +

∫
dr
∂f eff

∂mΩ
ψ†qσΩψp, (93)

and

V eff
qp =

∫
dr
∂f eff

∂n
ψ†qψp +

∫
dr
∂f eff

∂mΩ
ψ†qσΩψp

+

∫
dr
∂f eff

∂∇n
·∇

(
ψ†qψp

)
+

∫
dr

∂f eff

∂∇mΩ
·∇

(
ψ†qσΩψp

)
, (94)

and

V eff
qp

=

∫
dr
∂f eff

∂n
ψ†qψp +

∫
dr
∂f eff

∂mΩ
ψ†qσΩψp

+

∫
dr
∂f eff

∂∇n
·∇

(
ψ†qψp

)
+

∫
dr

∂f eff

∂∇mΩ
·∇

(
ψ†qσΩψp

)
+

∫
dr

∂f eff

∂∇2n
∇2
(
ψ†qψp

)
+

∫
dr

∂f eff

∂∇2mΩ
∇2
(
ψ†qσΩψp

)
+

∫
dr
∂f eff

∂τ

1

2

(
∇ψ†q ·∇ψp

)
+

∫
dr
∂f eff

∂uΩ

1

2

(
∇ψ†q · σΩ∇ψp

)
, (95)
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respectively. The partial derivatives of f eff appearing in
Eq. (93), Eq. (94) and Eq. (95) are obtained from Eq.
(92), 

∂f eff

∂κi
=
∂f col

∂κi
+

n∑
j=1

χj
∂2f col

∂κi∂χj

∂f eff

∂χi
=2

∂f col

∂χi
+

n∑
j=1

χj
∂2f col

∂χi∂χj

, (96)

which can be easily extended to the second-order

∂2f eff

∂κi∂κk
=
∂2f col

∂κi∂κk
+

n∑
j=1

χj
∂3f col

∂κi∂κk∂χj

∂2f eff

∂κi∂χk
=2

∂2f col

∂κi∂χk
+

n∑
j=1

χj
∂3f col

∂κi∂χj∂χk

∂2f eff

∂χi∂χk
=3

∂2f col

∂χi∂χk
+

n∑
j=1

χj
∂3f col

∂χi∂χj∂χk

, (97)

and high-orders. Equation (96) is the working equation
in our code, whose explicit form for GGA reads

∂f eff

∂n
=
∂f col

∂n
+

∂2f col

∂n∂mΩ
mΩ +

∂2f col

∂n∂∇mΩ
·∇mΩ

∂f eff

∂mΩ
= 2

∂f col

∂mΩ
+
∂2f col

∂m2
Ω

mΩ +
∂2f col

∂mΩ∂∇mΩ
·∇mΩ

∂f eff

∂∇n
=
∂f col

∂∇n
+

∂2f col

∂∇n∂mΩ
mΩ

+
∑
α

∂2f col

∂∇n∂∇αmΩ
∇αmΩ

∂f eff

∂∇mΩ
= 2

∂f col

∂∇mΩ
+

∂2f col

∂∇mΩ∂mΩ
mΩ

+
∑
α

∂2f col

∂∇mΩ∂∇αmΩ
∇αmΩ

,

(98)
leading to the expression of the exchange-correlation
magnetic field, needed in the calculations of local torque

Bxc =−
(

2
∂f col

∂mΩ
+
∂2f col

∂m2
Ω

mΩ +
∂2f col

∂mΩ∂∇mΩ
·∇mΩ

)
eΩ

+ ∇ ·
(

2
∂f col

∂∇mΩ
+

∂2f col

∂∇mΩ∂mΩ
mΩ

)
eΩ

+ ∇ ·
(∑

α

∂2f col

∂∇mΩ∂∇αmΩ
∇αmΩ

)
eΩ. (99)

B. The second step: averages over solid angles in
spin space

The averages over projection directions for multi-
collinear energy Eq. (5) and potential Eq. (74) are im-

(a) Errors of total energy in
three numerical strategies.

(b) Errors of orbital energy in
three numerical strategies.

FIG. 3. Errors of the self-consistent field converged multi-
collinear energy using three numerical strategies (the Lebe-
dev quadrature, Gauss-Legendre quadrature and Fibonacci
lattice) with respect to the number of solid angles in spin
space. The non-collinear Li3 cluster (D3h symmetry with
bond length 4.0 Angstroms taken from Ref. 11) is tested
using the SVWN5[15] functional and cc-pVTZ basis set[46].
The AE (absolute error) of total energy and the MAE (mean
absolute error) of orbital energies (including virtual orbitals)
are plotted in (a) and (b), respectively.

plemented in the same numerical way

EMC[n,m] =
∑
Ω

Eeff [n,m · eΩ]ωΩ, (100)

V MC[n,m] =
∑
Ω

V eff [n,m · eΩ]ωΩ, (101)

with ωΩ the normalized weight of direction Ω, satis-
fying

∑
Ω ωΩ = 1. Three kinds of numerical strate-

gies for solid angle distributions are tested: Lebedev
quadrature[42, 43], Gauss-Legendre quadrature[44], and
Fibonacci lattice[45]. All the tests in this section are
performed under the default settings of PySCF, except a
larger grid in real space (the default setting is level 3, we
used level 5).

The fact that the multi-collinear and the locally
collinear approaches are equivalent for LSDA function-
als, as mentioned in Section II C, allows us to use the lo-
cally collinear LSDA as the benchmark to test the errors
of the multi-collinear approach with respect to the solid
angle distributions. As plotted in FIG. 3, the Lebedev
quadrature and Gauss-Legendre quadrature reach the ac-
curacy of 10−9 a.u. in energies (the same magnitude as
the energy convergence threshold in the self-consistent
field iterations) and 10−6 a.u. in orbital energies with
about 1000 sample points. This accuracy, which can be
further improved with the energy convergence threshold
decreasing, is enough for regular calculations, and the
Lebedev quadrature is used in our following calculations.

C. Numerical tests for global spin rotation
invariance

Theoretically, the multi-collinear energy is invariant
under any global spin rotation. However, in our imple-
mentation, the average over all directions in spin space
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(a) Changes of energy under
global spin rotations for doublet

H2O+ using SVWN5.

(b) Changes of energy under
global spin rotations for doublet

H2O+ using TPSS.

FIG. 4. Changes of multi-collinear energy under different
global spin rotations for a collinear spin system. The dou-
blet H2O+ is tested using cc-pVTZ basis set, with C2v sym-
metry, bond length 0.9584 Angstroms and bond angle 104.45
degrees, taken from Ref. 47. Changes of energy under global
spin rotations around the x-axis for SVWN5 and TPSS are
plotted in (a) and (b), respectively.

is evaluated numerically using the Lebedev quadrature,
which only preserves the Oh symmetry and breaks the
invariance numerically. It is expected that this symme-
try breaking will ease with the increase in the number of
solid angles.

To see the degree of breaking of invariance, we test
a collinear spin system and a non-collinear spin system,
by rotating their initial guesses in spin space. The self-
consistent field converged energies are shown in FIG. 4
and FIG. 5. In general, the global spin rotation invari-
ance is preserved satisfactorily, reaching the accuracy of
10−12 a.u. in energies with about 1000 sample points.

D. Numerical tests for the collinear spin system

The fact that for collinear spin systems, the multi-
collinear approach and the traditional collinear approach
share the same energy functional (thanks to the correct
collinear limit) and the same potential (shown in Section
II G), indicates that they provide the same total energy in
self-consistent field calculations. Considering that their
equivalence holds for arbitrary geometries, their forces
are also the same.

Thus, the traditional collinear approach can be used as
the benchmark to test the numerical errors of the energy
and forces in the multi-collinear approach for collinear
spins. The doublet H2O+ cation and triplet O2 molecule
are tested, and the results are shown in FIG. 6, generally
reaching the accuracy of 10−12 a.u. in both energies and
forces with about 1000 solid angles in spin space.

E. Computational time

In practice, not only the accuracy but also the compu-
tational cost is concerned. At first glance, the computa-
tional cost of the multi-collinear approach, which treats

N collinear spin states with N the number of projection
directions Ω, seems to be roughly N times the locally
collinear approach. However, this ’N times’ computa-
tional cost is only for functional or functional derivatives,
but independent of the basis set. Thus, the extra cost is
a constant on each spatial grid and can be ignored for
large systems.

Numerical tests are shown in FIG. 7, in which one-
dimensional Cu chains with different numbers of Cu
atoms are tested. The time ratio of the multi-collinear
approach to the locally collinear approach, for one step
of self-consistent field calculation using LSDA functional,
is plotted. The ratios, depending on the number of solid
angles, are less than 2 for the chain with five atoms, and
decrease with the increase in the number of Cu atoms
in the chain, less than 1.2 for Cu chain with more than
twenty atoms.

IV. APPLICATIONS

Only DFT results will be discussed here, although
both the multi-collinear DFT and TDDFT are avail-
able in PySCF official version 2.1, supporting LSDA,
GGA, meta-GGA and hybrid functionals. Before the dis-
cussions of results, some general remarks on the multi-
collinear approach are made.

1. The well-definition of functionals and functional
derivatives allows the multi-collinear approach to
provide a unique and numerical stable result, which
does not happen in the locally collinear approach
due to the lack of commonly accepted treatment
for numerical singular terms [9, 11, 14, 21, 22, 33–
35, 51, 52] (this numerical instability is not obvi-
ous in DFT but severe in TDDFT calculations).
Another advantage is providing non-vanishing local
torque. To show these two advantages, an applica-
tion on the Cr3 cluster is given in Section IV A.

2. As a new approach, its universality needs to be
tested. Two examples are given, one for the com-
bination with periodic boundary conditions (Cr
monolayer in Section IV B) and the other for
spin-orbit couplings (Dy3 cluster using the Dirac-
Coulomb Hamiltonian in Section IV C).

3. For the currently widely-used collinear function-
als, the multi-collinear approach is not guaran-
teed to provide more accurate results than the lo-
cally collinear approach, partially because of errors
rooted in collinear functionals. The quantitative
results will be provided only for comparisons, but
not to show that the multi-collinear approach is
more accurate statistically. However, thanks to the
correct collinear limit for all kinds of functionals,
its accuracy will increase systematically as the ac-
curacy of the collinear functionals increases, which
does not happen for approaches without the correct
collinear limit.
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(a) Non-collinear Li3 cluster. (b) Changes of energy under global
spin rotations around z-axis.

(c) Changes of energy under global
spin rotations around x-axis.

FIG. 5. Changes of multi-collinear energy under different global spin rotations for a non-collinear spin system. The Li3 cluster
is tested using cc-pVTZ basis set and PBE[48] functional. (a) The geometry of Li3 cluster has D3h symmetry with bond length
4.0 Angstroms. The arrows represent the magnetization orientation on each atom, exhibiting a non-collinear spin structure.
(b) Changes of energy under global spin rotations around z-axis. (c) Changes of energy under global spin rotations around
x-axis.

(a) Errors of total energy for
the doublet H2O

+ cation.
(b) Errors of total energy for

the triplet O2 molecule.

(c) Errors of forces for the
doublet H2O

+ cation.
(d) Errors of forces for the

triplet O2 molecule.

FIG. 6. The errors of multi-collinear energy and forces for
collinear spins with respect to the number of solid angles in
spin space. The doublet H2O+ cation with the same geometry
as in FIG. 4, and the triplet O2 molecule with bond length
1.452 Angstroms, are tested. Basis set cc-pVTZ and three
kinds of functionals, GGA (PBE), meta-GGA (TPSS[49]) and
hybrid functional (B3LYP[17, 50]), are used. The error of
forces is calculated via

∑
K |∆F (K)|, with ∆F (K) the error

of the force for atom K.

A. Cr3 cluster

The generalized Kohn-Sham calculation in the multi-
collinear approach is applied on Cr3 cluster. The bond
length of the Cr3 cluster with D3h symmetry is 3.7000
Bohr, the same as in Refs.25 and 35, for the convenience
of comparing. The scalar relativistic effective core poten-

FIG. 7. The computational time ratio of the multi-collinear
approach to the locally collinear approach for Cu chains. One
step of self-consistent field calculations is carried out for Cu
chains with the interval 5 Angstroms using aug-cc-pVTZ[46]
basis set, in a moderate computational condition (one com-
puter node with 40 CPU cores and 64G memory with paral-
lelization applied).

tial by Dolg et al.[53] is used. Calculated results using
PBE functional are displayed in FIG. 8.

The spin magnetization vector m(r), shown in FIG.
8(a), is mainly around atoms and displays D3 symme-
try, presenting a similar pattern observed by Peralta et
al.[35] using PBE functional in the locally collinear ap-
proach, where some specific treatments were applied to
avoid numerical singularities. For generalized Hartree-
Fock (GHF) and more functionals, atomic m using the
Mulliken population analysis and the expectation value
of the square of the spin operator 〈S2〉 are reported in
TABLE II, compared with results reported by Peralta
et al.[35]. The GHF results match perfectly with those
reported in Ref. 35 (except for a factor 2 for the atomic
magnetic moment, probably caused by whether including
the spin-g factor in the definition). A perfect match is
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(a) m. (b) Bxc.

(c) Torque. (d) Enlarged view of FIG. (c).

FIG. 8. Calculation results of Cr3 using multi-collinear PBE
functional, plotted by Mayavi[55] and Matplotlib [56]. (a) m
in the plane of Cr3. (b) Bxc in the plane of Cr3. (c) The
perpendicular component of torque (torque is perpendicular
to the Cr3 cluster) in the plane of Cr3. (d) The enlarged view
of the torque around a single atom in FIG. (c).

also observed for SVWN5 functional. It is expected be-
cause of the equivalence of the multi-collinear approach
and the locally collinear approach for LSDA functionals.
For semi-local functionals (PBE, TPSS and PBE0[54]),
two approaches provide different but similar results.

FIG. 8(b) shows the exchange-correlation magnetic
field Bxc(r), directions deviating from m(r), allowing
non-vanishing local torque. The calculations of local
torque in the multi-collinear approach are not compared
with results of the locally collinear approach, in which lo-
cal torque is zero, but compared with the results obtained
by Scalmani and Frisch in Ref. 25 using their modified
locally collinear approach. As shown in FIG. 8(c), the
local torque is perpendicular to the plane of the cluster
and centered around Cr atoms. As zoomed in in FIG.
8(d), it presents a pattern of eight alternating up and
down petals, similar to the observation by Scalmani and
Frisch[25]. However, we do not find significant torque at
areas between any two atoms, observed by Scalmani and
Frisch[25].

TABLE II. The atomic m and expectation value of the square
of spin operator 〈S2〉 (in atomic unit) of Cr3 using multi-
collinear functionals and locally collinear functionals reported
by Peralta et al.[35] (in parentheses).

GHF SVWN5 PBE TPSS PBE0

m 5.90(2.95) 2.88(1.44) 3.43(1.66) 3.95(1.93) 4.89(2.40)
〈S2〉 8.11(8.11) 3.25(3.25) 3.89(3.87) 4.70(4.71) 6.36(6.32)

(a) m of each Cr atom. (b) m.

(c) Bxc. (d) Torque.

FIG. 9. Calculation results of the triangular Cr monolayer
in the multi-collinear approach. (a) m of each Cr atom. A
magnetic unit cell contains three atoms marked by blue with
the translation vectors presented by green arrows. (b) m in
the monolayer. (c) Bxc in the monolayer. (d) The perpendic-
ular component of torque (torque is perpendicular to the Cr
monolayer) in the monolayer.

B. Triangular Cr monolayer

To show that the multi-collinear approach can be used
on systems with the periodic boundary conditions, an ap-
plication on triangular Cr monolayer is given, with geom-
etry adopted from the Ag(111) surface[57] and 46×46×1
k-points, following Ref. 10 for comparison. The scalar
relativistic effective core potential by Dolg et al.[53]
is used, with exponents below 0.095 Bohr−2 removed.
Density fitting with Gaussian functions is used for the
Coulomb interaction, with exponents expanded in an
even-tempered manner.

Calculation results for PBE functional are displayed in
FIG. 9. FIG. 9(a) exhibits the calculated non-collinear
anti-ferromagnetic Néel state. FIG. 9(b) displays the
details of m, highly collinear in the core region. The
atomic m is 4.36 a.u. using the Hirshfeld partitioning
scheme[58], close to the result 4.30 a.u. reported in Ref.
10, where the modified locally collinear approach by Scal-
mani and Frisch is used. FIG. 9(c) and FIG. 9(d) display
the Bxc and the torque, respectively. The torque around
an atom presents a pattern of six alternating up and down
petals, similar to the pattern observed in Ref. 10.

C. Dy3 cluster with spin-orbit coupling

To illuminate the multi-collinear approach in the pres-
ence of spin-orbit coupling, we perform a generalized
Kohn-Sham calculation for the Dy3 cluster, using the
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FIG. 10. Calculated m (in atomic units) of Dy3 at four-
component Dirac-Coulomb level, using multi-collinear PBE
and cc-pVDZ-DK[60] basis set.

Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian. The bond length of Dy3

cluster with D3h symmetry is 6.6893 Bohr, the same as
in Ref. 59.

The calculated m is plotted in FIG. 10, exhibiting a
toroidal pattern. In 2020, Zhong and co-workers observed
such a toroidal pattern in their calculations[59] on a simi-
lar system, Dy3 but with ligands, at the complete-active-

space self-consistent field level.

V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

The multi-collinear approach, satisfying all criteria
mentioned in the background section, treats collinear
and non-collinear states in a uniform way. Meeting the
correct collinear limit generally guarantees the system-
atic improvement of its accuracy, with the accuracy of
collinear functionals increasing in the future. At present,
the multi-collinear approach allows non-collinear DFT to
provide non-vanishing local torque, crucial for spin dy-
namics. Besides, it has well-defined and numerical stable
functional derivatives, a desired feature for non-collinear
and spin-flip TDDFT.
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